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Snow-covered cars were seen in South Boston last February.

Past decade was snowiest 10-year stretch in Boston

By Matt Rocheleau

GLOBE STAFF  NOVEMBER 03,  2015

The past decade was the snowiest 10-year stretch ever recorded in Boston.

A total of 533 inches of snow — or 53.3 inches per season on average — fell in Boston between the winter of 2005-2006 and the winter of 2014-2015, more than in any 10-year period since records

began being kept in the late 1800s.

Last winter’s record-setting snowfall certainly helped to boost those numbers, but the winters of 2004-2005 and 2010-2011 were also unusually snowy.

The 10-year period that ended with the winter of 2013-2014 was the second-snowiest on record.

“So don’t let anyone tell you ‘Oh, it doesn’t snow like when I was a kid!’” Joseph D’Aleo, chief forecaster for WeatherBELL Analytics, said during a

recent presentation he gave at a weather forecasting conference, drawing laughter from the crowd.

Dan Leonard, senior meteorologist at Weather Services International in Andover, said that there is evidence that winters in our region over the past

couple of decades have become more extreme, ranging from unusually cold and snowy to unseasonably mild and dry.

Winter still haunts
region’s psyche
The legacy of last winter has people in the

Boston area selling houses, cozying up to

roofers, and already stressing about ice.
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 Cold hard facts about past winter
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“In the past five years, we’ve had two of our worst winters ever as well as one of the mildest ever,” he wrote in an e-mail.

Leonard said he was not sure what has caused the more extreme winters, but he did not rule out climate change as a potential explanation.

“A warmer global climate does not necessarily mean that New England’s weather will get progressively warmer year after year,” he wrote. “A very

simple way to look at it — warmer air globally means more energy in the atmosphere which means propensity for stronger jet streams. Stronger jet

[streams] yield more amplified patterns — bigger ridges, deeper troughs. The warm periods are warmer, the cold periods colder.”

D’Aleo said in a followup interview that historical records of the 10-year rolling average of snowfall for Boston suggest that, at some point, the current

trend will reverse — because it has in the past.

“We go through snowy periods. The 60’s were notably snowy,” he said. Eventually, he expects, “We’ll get some leaner years.”

“That’s the way weather is and the way climate is,” D’Aleo said of the fluctuation.

Paul Pastelok, senior meteorologist and lead long-range forecaster at AccuWeather.com, said it’s possible that the recent snowy cycle could be broken this year, noting how long-term forecast models

suggest our region will see a stormy, but mild upcoming winter that should limit snow totals.

Still, “snowfall is so tough to predict,” especially for coastal cities like Boston. “A lot of it has to do with timing — systems coming in when the water is cold and there’s cold air mass.”

And during the past 10 winters, Boston has often been in a sweet spot for snow.

“I think we’ve just been in a cycle where things have worked out perfectly,” said Pastelok.

10-year rolling average of snowfall in Boston

Matt Rocheleau can be reached at matthew.rocheleau@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter @mrochele
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